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Western Mirror and Chinese Identification: An Infant’s Problematic Birth 
 

Shaoyi Sun 
 
“The mirror stage is a drama whose internal thrust is precipitated from insufficiency to 
anticipation … and, lastly, to the assumption of the armour of an alienating identity.” 
 

--- Jacques Lacan, “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the Function of the I as 
Revealed in Psychoanalytic Experience.”  

 
The search for origin is always both fascinating and frustrating.  It is fascinating because 

we as human beings can never completely escape from our past and the story of the past 

can shed light on such ultimate questions as “where are we from,” “who are we,” and 

“where is our destination.”  Although oftentimes futile, our efforts to search for the 

origins of things never cease.  We live in anticipation when young, but we become 

nostalgic when old.  On the other hand, the search for origin is often frustrating because 

the origin only exists in human conception and language.  We might be able to see traces, 

residuals, and relics of the origin or beginning, but the vividness of its picture has already 

faded in the distance.  Our natural urge to embrace the origin, therefore, can never be 

fully satisfied. 

 

Ann Hu’s directorial debut Shadow Magic tells the story of the “origin” of Chinese 

cinema.  It is a fictionalized account of how cinema was introduced into China and how 

the first Chinese film was made in the early years of the last century.  The film’s narrative 

is woven around a few widely documented facts about the birth of Chinese cinema: that 

the first Chinese dramatic film, Dingjun Mountain, was made by the Fengtai Photography 

Shop in Beijing, with Tan Xinpei, Empress Dowager’s favored Beijing opera actor, 

playing a historic figure in front of a movie camera; that the shop’s owner Ren Qingtai 

and technician Liu Zhonglun were the first Chinese filmmakers; and that a few 

unexpected incidents happened, among which the explosion of a film projector, when 

attempts were made to screen American and European shorts to entertain the imperial 

court.  Whether you are a film historian or simply a movie fan, it is always refreshing, 

perhaps a little self-indulging, to see your favorite subject unfolding on the big screen.  

With its lush look, richly hued images, and a magnificent score that makes the transition 
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from documentary footages to dramatic scenes almost seamless, Shadow Magic draws an 

absorbing picture of Chinese cinema at its infant stage.  It recaptures our excitement over 

the invention of the movie camera and evokes a feeling of nostalgia for the days when 

our cinematic innocence was yet to fade away.  The film, however, is at its best as a 

dramatic rendering of the power of cinema.  Despite its “Cinema Paradiso”-like passion 

and crafted camerawork, Shadow Magic is flawed with underdeveloped characters, 

awkward relationships, and, most of all, a self-projected image of understanding between 

East and West. 

 

The Dubious “Mirror” 

 

The literal translation of the film’s Chinese title Xiyang Jing is “Western Scenery” or 

“Western Mirror.”  A study of filmmaking in China would, almost inevitably, reveal the 

fact that, although film historians in China can trace the “origin” of Chinese cinema back 

to the Han dynasty when the use of the trotting horse lamp and paper shadow play was 

documented, modern cinema and its related inventions, from the flickers in the dark to 

the digitalization of film production and projection, have been brought into China from 

the West.  To call this newly invented wonder as “Western Mirror” at the turn of the last 

century was therefore quite appropriate.  When the Lumiere showmen brought films to 

Chinese audiences, the projected “shadows” on the white screen spoke little about the 

Chinese life.  The “Western Mirror” lived up to its name with the “mirroring” or 

reflection of western scenery and culture.  Right from the very beginning, therefore, the 

cinematic power relation between the West and China had been an unbalanced one, with 

the Chinese audience being bombarded with “occidental girls dancing,” “women bathing 

in a tub,” and scenes like “an American street with tall street lamps” and “a juggler with 

fireworks.”1  This power unbalance, resulting partly from who had the control of the 

cinema apparatus, is nowhere more evident in the film than the contrasting scenes 

between what Chinese audiences viewed and what the camera eye viewed China.  When 

Raymond Wallace, a young Englishman invented by the filmmaker, arrives in Beijing 

and projects the first moving images in a makeshift theater, what the Chinese audience 

see are the shorts (mostly by the Lumiere Brothers) that document the well dressed and 
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well-behaved (although sometimes mischievous) middle-class life in the remote world.  

The documented Chinese life, however, is conspicuously chaotic and lackluster.  The 

inserted documentary sequence at the end of the film shows a group of naked boys, some 

apparently ill nurtured, running around.  Against the background of a few shabby houses, 

two coolies carry a sedan walking toward the camera.  This “truthful” document of China, 

very likely rendered by non-Chinese film adventurers, sets a precedent for the more 

fictionalized yet more racist representation of China in such Hollywood classics as 

Shanghai Express. 

 

This being said, it is no wonder that the very term “Western Mirror” also connotes 

something fake or something tricky in Chinese.  No matter how “universal” the lure of 

cinema is, the camera eye is by no means free from ideology and power.  This is 

especially true when the cinema apparatus was yet to be mastered by the Chinese and the 

memory of the brutal suppression of the Boxers was still fresh.  By demanding “local 

people, local scenes” through the voice of Little Liu, Shadow Magic manages to subtly 

counterbalance the West’s monopoly of the film medium.  This virtuous effort, however, 

is largely overshadowed by the film’s eagerness to show how “Western Mirror” stirs a 

sense of wonder and admiration among the Chinese audience.  After initial resistance, the 

Chinese patrons seem to be enthralled at the “mirrored” images on the white screen, 

ready to be persuaded and overpowered.  As a result, the dubious nature of this “Western 

Mirror” remains largely unquestioned and, although class-based, the reflected images in 

the “mirror” gain a sense of authenticity and universality.  As one awestruck woman 

spectator proclaims, “They appear to have feelings, even a sense of humor.” 

 

As a film that combines fictionalized scenes with documentary footages, Shadow Magic 

benefits from this interaction in that the latter gives the former an “authentic” look while 

the former adds a human touch to the latter.  But this combination also has a price to pay.  

On the one hand, Shadow Magic tries to offer a panoramic view of Imperial China on the 

verge of collapse, which involves xenophobic sentiment among the ordinary Chinese and 

cultural clash between East and West.  On the other hand, it also tries to weave a coherent 

story around a number of characters and embed them into the larger context.  The result 
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is an unbalanced picture of history and individual characters.  Except for Raymond 

Wallace and Little Liu, most characters in the film, especially the shop owner and the 

opera actor’s daughter, remain underdeveloped.  Aside from his overwhelming concern 

for the shop’s business, Boss Ren seems to have no particular reason not to extend a 

welcome hand to the “shadow magic” (by the way, Boss Ren, not Liu Zhonglun, was 

credited as the first Chinese filmmaker in standard accounts of early Chinese cinema).  

As a bold and open-minded girl, Tan Xiaoling, the opera actor’s daughter, appears to live 

a life of her own.  But it seems that she is either intimidated or bothered when Little Liu 

makes advances to her.  We don’t know if she is more interested in the “western trickery” 

or in Little Liu as a person.  With no apparent reason, she sometimes acts boldly 

(including a scene in which she dresses like a man to attend the screening) yet at other 

times shies away from Little Liu’s passion.  Awkward as it is, the relationship between 

Little Liu and Tan Xiaoling, besides the one between Raymond Wallace and Little Liu, is 

nevertheless more developed than the rest.  Because the filmmaker is overloaded with too 

many (sub)storylines, many characters and relationships remain either sketchy or 

cartoonized. 

 

The Formation of the Chinese “I” 

 

Jacques Lacan offers a story of human development from infant to adult, in which the so-

called “mirror stage” (at the age of six months) functions as a threshold that marks the 

entry into the real world.  When the infant looks at his reflection in front of a mirror, the 

reflected “startling spectacle” establishes the idea of subjectivity or ego.  For the first 

time in his life, the infant is introduced the idea of alienation of the subject and that of the 

difference between self/other.2  While very different in many respects, the movie screen 

is like “a strange mirror,” as Christian Metz argues, based on which the audience is able 

to re-live the child stage and to re-experience the identification process that situates the 

agency of “I.”3   

 

If we accept Lacan’s and Metz’s conception, then what can Shadow Magic illuminate us 

on the origins of Chinese cinema?  Before this question can be answered, it may be 
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helpful to go back to the film and re-examine the sequence in which Little Liu witnesses 

the marvel that images can actually “move.”  As the film unfolds, Raymond Wallace, a 

fortune seeker from the United Kingdom, arrives in Beijing and later finds a place to start 

his one-man show business.  Although the official opening turns out to be a disaster, it 

stirs Little Liu’s curiosity and, after provoking Wallace’s sense of pride, he is allowed to 

enter the makeshift theater and to view “magic” shadows on a white screen for free.  The 

cranking sound of the film projector draws Little Liu’s attention to a painted clown on the 

wall.  He looks through the clown’s open mouth and tries to figure out what the 

“braggart” is doing.  Suddenly a beam of light passes through the mouth, which tumbles a 

frightened Little Liu down.  When he turns to the opposite direction, there are indeed 

moving images on the white screen!  Little Liu runs to the white screen and touches the 

moving figures of the Lumiere shorts (footages from the Lumiere Brothers’ Workers 

Leaving the Lumiere Factory and Watering the Garden).  Both frightened and amazed, he 

even rushes to the back of the screen to make sure what he sees are “real.” 

 

The above sequence in Shadow Magic is crucial in understanding the “origins” of 

Chinese cinema.  First, just as Lacan’s infant in front of a mirror, Little Liu stands in 

front of a white screen that functions very much like a regular mirror.  The “startling 

spectacle” reflected/projected upon the “mirror” infantizes Little Liu.  He is jubilant, 

shocked, and out of control.  Second, as we learn from Lacan’s theorization of infant, the 

first time the infant sees his/her reflection in the mirror is also the moment he/she 

acquires a sense of identity.  But the mirrored image, gazing back at the real I, only 

functions as other to the self or, if using Lacan’s term, as the “Ideal-I.”  In this sense, 

what Little Liu sees on the white screen also introduce him into the realm of subjectivity.  

The projected “Ideal-I” reformulates Little Liu’s conception of the self, making him 

realize his “insufficiency” or “lack.” 

 

Little Liu’s identification process, however, is significantly different from the infant’s in 

one respect.  Whereas the infant sees a reflected self in the mirror, Little Liu sees a 

projected life that bears little resemblance to his own.  In other words, if the infant 

acquires a sense of self while seeing his/her own image in the mirror, what Little Liu 
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experiences is the one that might be called “double-othering.”  It is “double” because the 

moving images on the white screen alienate Little Liu not only in psychological but also 

in cultural terms.  Furthermore, if cinematic identification, as Christian Metz describes it, 

is primarily the one with “the ‘look’ of the camera and projector,”4 then Little Liu is 

identifying with the cinema apparatus, thus ultimately with the “view” of the camera 

operator, that is “alien” to his culture.  The “problematic” birth of Chinese cinema, 

therefore, lies in the fact that, like China’s entry into modernity in general, it has to 

acknowledge its primordial “lack” or “insufficiency” and to identify with an “Ideal-I” 

that is in fact not the “Ideal-I” in Lacanian sense.  Unlike its Western counterparts, 

China’s transformation from traditional to modern was not a self-generating process.  It 

was initiated mainly not by a domestic force but by a series of humiliation in the hands of 

Western powers (including Japan).  This historical difference determines the paradoxical 

nature of Chinese modernity.  On the one hand, modernity came along with Western 

domination and China’s painful realization of its own “lack.”  On the other hand, this 

traumatic experience also taught the Chinese that, in order to survive in the modern world, 

it had no other choice but take Western powers as a projected “Ideal-I.”  The problematic 

birth of Chinese cinema only exemplifies this paradox. 

 

To argue that Shadow Magic has enabled the audience, at least the Chinese audience, to 

re-experience their infant trauma is probably beyond what the filmmaker originally 

intended.  But this is exactly the most fascinating aspect of the film.  Fortunately, this 

painful (re)experience is partially alleviated as Little Liu, not without the help of 

Raymond Wallace, starts to make shorts about “local people” and “local scenes.”  The 

sense of pride on the faces of audiences when they see what their lives are like on the 

white screen indicates that an “infant,” no matter how “problematic” it is, is finally born. 

 

Uniting with the “Other:” Where is the Missing Link? 

 

As Chinese society becomes more open, there seems to be a growing trend in the Chinese 

film industry (including China-born filmmakers living in the West) to make films with 

the subject matter of East-West clash and reconciliation.  There is nothing wrong with 
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this subject.  After all, since the founding of the People’s Republic, with a few exceptions, 

the West has always been unfavorably represented.  But what is problematic, even 

disturbing, is the fact that this trend appears to be channeled more towards the West than 

to the Chinese audience.  With a self-generated sense of fulfillment, these stories are 

often told in a formulaic way.  They usually start with the chance encounter between a 

Chinese (usually represented by a beautiful woman) and an Anglo-Saxon man, followed 

by a series of misunderstanding and miscommunication due to the so-called “cultural 

clashes.”  After some crucial sequences that make one side or both sides realize his/her 

misconceptions, the two finally reach a mutual understanding and respect that in some 

cases even result in intimacy.  The worst example of this trend is the 1999-released 

feature Lover’s Grief Over the Yellow River (Huanghe juelian).  It tells the story of how a 

beautiful Chinese woman soldier rescues a grounded American World War II pilot.  In 

face of the Japanese attack, she eventually sacrifices her life for the safety of the 

American pilot.  The film ends with the retired pilot, after almost fifty years, returning to 

the Yellow River to grieve for the “native people.”  No matter how fake the film looks, 

the Chinese government was apparently proud of its “Hollywood look” and of its subject 

matter.  It was officially selected and sent to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences to compete in the best foreign film category.  The result, not surprisingly, was 

disastrous.  

 

The disturbing nature of this trend, as stated above, does not lie solely in these films’ 

formulaic structure and predictable storyline but more in a latent assumption that Chinese 

cinema somehow depends on a foreign audience, not on its domestic market.  The 

unusual success of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon in the West has no doubt reinforced 

this assumption.  The newly released feature Pavilion of Women, although set entirely in 

China with a screenful of Chinese characters (except for Willem Dafoe, who plays an 

American missionary in China and later falls for Madame Wu, a married Chinese woman 

bound by tradition and a loveless relation with her Chinese husband), not only follows 

this practice but also goes further to make all Chinese characters in the film speak 

English, no matter how awkward and stiffened they sound.  When the filmmaker spoke 

with the exaggeration that “over 50% of the world speaks English,”5 we know that 
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China’s population of 1.27 billion played a light role in the filmmaker’s decision-making.  

This intentional switch of language, however, draws little enthusiasm in the West.  As 

one critic states, “its lack of a distinctive style and the fact that it is an English-language 

film seriously undercuts its impact…. [It] can never rise above the melodrama of a past 

era…”6 

 

Although Shadow Magic’s portray of the relationship between Little Liu and Raymond 

Wallace is much subtler, it nevertheless betrays the filmmaker’s overzeal towards a 

possible union with the “other.”  We learn in the middle of the film that Wallace’s 

business adventure is less a profit-driven act than a noble effort to save his marriage and 

family.  As the story progresses, the relationship between Wallace and Little Liu, though 

initially mistrustful, grows into affection and respect.  But this otherwise believable 

relationship becomes a little self-righteous when Wallace behaves more like a caring 

father figure to Little Liu.  He not only teaches Little Liu how to do various “tricks” in 

filmmaking, but also teaches him how to “love” a girl, showing his paternal care when 

Little Liu “dishonors” his family name by following the practice of a “foreign devil.”  

Moreover, it is not so difficult for the audience to sense the influence of Wallace when 

Little Liu nobly declares, apparently beyond his capacity, “I want to record life before it 

changes forever.  So our children will understand us.”   

 

The over-sugaring of the “other” and the enthusiastic celebration of a final understanding 

between East and West are probably a reflection of Chinese filmmakers’ lack of 

confidence in their own film market and audiences.  To borrow Metz’s theory of the 

cinematic identification again, such a trend in Chinese filmmaking indicates that some of 

the Chinese filmmakers tend to identify more with the Western look than with the 

Chinese one.  What is missing in this identification process is a genuine effort to explore 

the Chinese psyche as well as a realization that, right from the birth of Chinese cinema, 

the possibility of being whole with the “other” has already vanished.  To fantasize this 

possibility with the “armour” of the white screen only betrays the fact that this “union” is 

no more than a wishful thinking. 
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